18 December: We must recognise the universal and indivisible rights of migrants

Every year for International Migrants day, celebrated on 18 December, AEDH joins with European civil society organisations to call on the EU and its Member States to sign and ratify the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 18 December 1990.

Our association regrets that we must issue this call yet again for 2014, a year in which the final European “packet” on migrant workers was adopted. These directives are a clear manifestation of the EU’s unwillingness to view migrants who come to work and live in our countries as more than mere instruments for the creation of wealth in our nations. The EU is incapable of respecting international conventions – with which many Member States actually agree – and even its own rules, namely Article 20 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights that states that “everyone is equal before the law.”

The UN convention does not establish any new rights, nor does it take sides in the debate on immigration policy and national laws. It simply groups together the civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights already set out in the international pacts ratified by most of our countries. In doing so, it recognises the indivisible and universal fundamental rights of migrants without distinguishing between the legal statuses they may hold. As the name of the convention clearly indicates, it does not disassociate migrants from their families, affording family members the same fundamental rights.

The situation begs the question why Member States are refusing to ratify the text. It is undoubtedly because the convention clearly marks the boundaries of what is unacceptable and reminds them of their duty to guarantee people’s rights, including those of non-nationals, who are subject to authority checks and repression rather than respect.

AEDH hereby calls on the European MPs to renew the invitation issued by the Assembly to the Member States in February 2005 and October 2005¹ to sign the UN convention and to support its universal

ratification. The association also requests that the European Council lends its support to initiatives that contribute to the recognition of the universal and indivisible rights of migrants. Additionally, AEDH asks that civil society organisations and all European citizens consistently show their support for the full recognition of the fundamental rights of the many migrant workers living alongside them.
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